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2.1 What Is Matter Made Of?

This question was discussed for thousands of years, long before humans 
had any reasonable way of getting an answer. In ancient Greece, two 
schools of thought tried to answer this question. One group, led by a 

scholar named Democritus (about 460–370 bce), believed that all matter 
is made of very small particles—much too small to see. Democritus called 
these particles atoms (Greek atomos, meaning “not to cut”). Some of his fol-
lowers developed the idea that there were different kinds of atoms, with 
different properties, and that the properties of the atoms caused ordinary 
matter to have the properties we all know.

Not all ancient thinkers, however, accepted this idea. A second group, led 
by Zeno of Elea (born about 450 bce), did not believe in atoms at all. They 
insisted that matter is infinitely divisible. If you took any object, such as a 
piece of wood or a crystal of table salt, you could cut it or otherwise divide it 

Key Questions

2.1 What Is Matter Made Of?

2.2 How Do We Classify Matter?

2.3 What Are the Postulates of 
Dalton’s Atomic Theory?

2.4 What Are Atoms Made Of?

2.5 What Is the Periodic Table?

2.6 How Are the Electrons in an 
Atom Arranged?

2.7 How Are Electron 
Configuration and Position in 
the Periodic Table Related?

2.8 What Is a Periodic Property?

Image of atoms by SEM (scanning electron microscope). 
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Sign in to OWL at  
www.cengage.com/owl 
to view tutorials and 
simulations, develop 
problem-solving skills, 
and complete online 
homework assigned by 
your professor. 

2Atoms

Key Questions

2.1 What Is Matter Made Of?

2.2 How Do We Classify Matter?

2.3 What Are the Postulates of 
Dalton’s Atomic Theory?

2.4 What Are Atoms Made Of?

2.5 What Is the Periodic Table?

2.6 How Are the Electrons in an 
Atom Arranged?

2.7 How Are Electron 
Configuration and Position in 
the Periodic Table Related?

2.8 What Is a Periodic Property?

B.  Mass Number

Each atom has a fixed number of protons, electrons, and neutrons. One way 
to describe an atom is by its mass number (A), which is the sum of the 
number of protons and neutrons in its nucleus. Note that an atom also con-
tains electrons but because the mass of an electron is so small compared to 
that of protons and neutrons (Table 2.1), electrons are not counted in deter-
mining mass number.

Mass number (A)   the number of protons and neutrons  
in the nucleus of an atom

For example, an atom with 5 protons, 5 electrons, and 6 neutrons has a 
mass number of 11.

10�10 m
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FIguRE 2.6  Relative sizes of the 
atomic nucleus and an atom (not 
to scale). The diameter of the 
region occupied by the electrons 
is approximately 10,000 times the 
diameter of the nucleus.

Example 2.2 Mass Number

What is the mass number of an atom containing:
(a) 58 protons, 58 electrons, and 78 neutrons?
(b) 17 protons, 17 electrons, and 20 neutrons?

Strategy
The mass number of an atom is the sum of the number of protons and 
neutrons in its nucleus.

Solution
(a) The mass number is 
(b) The mass number is 

Problem 2.2
What is the mass number of an atom containing:
(a) 15 protons, 15 electrons, and 16 neutrons?
(b) 86 protons, 86 electrons, and 136 neutrons?

Atomic numbers for all the known 
elements are given in the atomic 
weight table on the inside front 
cover. They are also given in the 
Periodic Table on the inside front 
cover.

6CMass number (number of protons � neutrons)
Atomic number (number of protons)

Symbol of the element12

2.4 What Are Atoms Made Of?  41

C.  Atomic Number

The atomic number (Z) of an element is the number of protons in its 
nucleus.

Atomic number (Z)  number of protons in the nucleus of an atom

Note that in a neutral atom, the number of electrons is equal to the number 
protons.

At the present time, 116 elements are known. These elements have 
atomic numbers from 1 to 116. The smallest atomic number belongs to the 
element hydrogen, which has only one proton and the largest (so far), to the 
as-yet-unnamed heaviest known element, which contains 116 protons.

If you know the atomic number and the mass number of an element, you 
can properly identify it. For example, the element with 6 protons, 6 electrons, 
and 6 neutrons has an atomic number of 6 and a mass number of 12. The 
 element with atomic number 6 is carbon, C. Because its mass number is 12, we 
call this atomic nucleus carbon-12. Alternatively, we can write the symbol for 
this atomic nucleus as . In this symbol, the mass number of the element 
is always written in the upper-left corner (as a superscript) of the symbol of 
the element, and the atomic number in the lower-left corner (as a subscript).

If you know the name of the 
element, you can look up its atomic 
number and atomic weight from the 
atomic weight table facing the inside 
front cover. Conversely, if you know 
the atomic number of the element, 
you can look up its symbol from the 
Periodic Table on the inside front 
cover.
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Writing An Exposition  
                         SHORT ARTICLES

105

I have made this letter longer than 
usual, only because I have not had 
the time to make it shorter.
      —Blaise Pascal, Letters Provinciales (1657)

In 300 words or fewer, tell me. . . 

 How can I explain anything using  
 so few words?
Short articles act like a magnifying glass, offering a very close look at 
one aspect of a person or a subject and can be found in photo essays like 
the one in this chapter on the BP oil spill, Web sites, newspapers and  
magazine, and even one of the most classic speech-
es made in our country’s history. In just 269 words,  
Abraham Lincoln delivered a defining statement 
about freedom that most Americans can quote even 
a small piece of: “Four score and seven years ago. . .”  
This enduring message, the beginning of the official 
end of slavery, was so concise, the photographer didn’t 
have time to set up before Lincoln was walking away 
from the podium. 

Tell me, in 300 words. . . 

Photo from the photo essay by Brian Fung for  Foreign Policy,  
“Oil, Oil Everywhere.”  For more photos from this essay, see  
page 127 in this chapter.

Anatomy of a brief peek  
inside Disney’s dirty laundry   
101

Interview with a writer about 
what your readers want   
109

How to write a clear thesis 
that explains 
112

How to show, not tell—Use  
the “sticky stuff” readers 
remember 
120

How to guide readers  
through an introduction, 
middle, and end 
129

How to use multiple sources to  
create an original perspective  
134

WHAT’S TO COME

  7
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Blueprints for Writing 
             Building Essays

Pam Mathis

 Chapter 1     Overview of the Writing Process         3

Many sTudenTs feel about as comfortable groping their way through the fog as 
they do writing an essay. They may not be positive what a thesis is, and they may 
not know where to break their paragraphs. They never know for sure if they have a 
good paper, and the grade is often just one big surprise. 
 A common misconception among beginning writers is that some people are 
naturally good writers, while others are not. In addition, this myth is frequently 
accompanied by a chronic case of the “I can’ts”: “I can’t write, I never could write, 
and I’ll never be able to write! And, I don’t like to write!”

However, writing does not have to 
be akin to a walk in the fog.  When 
equipped with a precise set of 
guidelines, anyone can learn to write 
well. No matter how much you have 
struggled with writing in the past, 
you can learn to become a successful 
writer both in and out of college by 
grasping a few fundamentals. You can 
be confident that you have written a 
good essay and should receive a pleas-
ing grade. And once the fog dissipates, 
you might evendiscover that you 
enjoy writing.
 The first step in writing an essay  
is understanding the essay’s three 
main parts: the introduction, the 
body, and the conclusion. Although 

the following sections illustrate the form and function of these parts, you will be 
given detailed explanations and examples, as well as opportunities for practice, in 
subsequent chapters.

InsIgHT: Blueprint  
usually refers to a drawing 
that is a plan for a build-
ing. It is usually printed 
in blue ink. Here, it refers 
to a plan for an essay.

See Chapter 7 for a detailed 
discussion and examples of 
different types of motivators.

See Chapter 2 for instruction  
on writing a thesis.

See Chapter 2 for examples and 
practice writing blueprints.

InsIgHT: Another mis-
conception, sometimes 
held by writers whose first 
language is not English, is 
that all people who grew 
up speaking English are 
naturally good at writ-
ing. This is not true; even 
people who have been 
speaking English all their 
lives often struggle with 
writing.

InTRoducTIon
■ A good introduction begins with a motivator, which hooks the reader by  
 grabbing his or her attention, perhaps with an interesting fact, a startling  
 statistic, an anecdote, or a quotation (See Chapter 7 for a detailed discus- 
 sion and examples of different types of motivators).

■ A good introduction ends with the thesis, or the main idea, which  
 expresses a narrow topic and the critical opinion you are going to prove  
 in your essay (See Chapter 2 for instruction on writing a thesis).

■ A good introduction often ends with a blueprint, which is like a brief  
 outline of the key points of the essay (See Chapter 2 for examples and  
 practice writing blueprints).

InsIgHT: If something  
is akin to something else, 
it is similar to that thing.

 “Calvin and Hobbes” by Bill Watterson
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Check This Out

chapter 1 
Overview of the  
Writing Process

 
This chapter will help you do the following:

WriTe a Thesis
✔ Choose a topic by asking questions and free-writing
✔ Narrow down a topic by adding a time or place or looking  
 at categories
✔ Form a critical opinion about the topic

CreaTe a BlueprinT
✔ Answer the question why
✔ Answer the question how
✔ Answer the question when
✔ Answer the question what

WriTe The Thesis WiTh The BlueprinT
✔ State thesis with blueprint first
✔ State thesis with blueprint last
✔ State thesis with a colon
✔ State thesis and blueprint in separate sentences

Make sure that your blueprint is in parallel form
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The 
Sundance 
Reader  
 Seventh Edition

 Mark Connelly

12 |  2 The WriTing Process  What is Writing? |  13

 Considering these questions can help create an essay that has greater meaning for 
both you and your reader:

 In August I moved into my first apartment, a great flat on Newhall Street. Al-
though I could only afford to furnish it with battered items from Goodwill and 
the Salvation Army, I was excited. I was finally going to be on my own, free of my 
parents, my cramped room, my sisters’ fighting, my brother’s stereo. I spent two 
weeks cleaning, painting, and transforming the old flat into my home. I hung up 
posters of my favorite bands, stocked the kitchen with my favorite foods, and set 
the radio to my favorite stations. I was finally on my own, free at last.
 But coming home from class, I was struck by the silence.  Instead of hearing the 
drone of my brother’s stereo, my sisters’ laughing and fighting, I heard the hum of 
the refrigerator and the nervous tick-tick of an electric clock. I always hated that 
my mother watched soap operas but found myself turning the television on in the 
afternoon to hear the hated but familiar voices while I labored over algebra or 
ironed clothes.
 On weekends I went home—but not to raid the kitchen or borrow money. I 
had been an adult. I had been responsible. I saved money over the summer and 
budgeted it carefully. I could easily afford my new apartment. I had hungered for a 
place of my own all through high school. But I never imagined how lonely it would 
feel to go home to an empty house.

 By thinking in more detail about a subject, you can probe its depth, develop-
ing writing that does more than simply report obvious facts and record simple 
observations.
 Critical thinking involves moving beyond first impressions by carefully exam-
ining subjects, people, and ideas. Too often we rush to judgment, making instant 
assumptions based on what we think we know rather than what we can prove. We 
confuse opinions with facts, accept statistics without question, and let stereotypes 
distort our evaluations. We allow what we “feel” to short-circuit how we think:

Pete Wilson was a great quarterback—he’ll make a great coach.
Nancy’s driving a BMW—her new travel agency must be a success. 
Alabama improved reading scores 12 percent using this program—our schools 
 should use it, too.
Jersey Lube ruined my car—two days after I went there for an oil change my  
 transmission went out.

 All these statements make a kind of sense at first glance. But further analysis 
will lead you to question their validity:

Does a skilled quarterback necessarily know how to coach—how to inspire, 
manage, and teach other players, especially those on defense?

 For example, if you decide to write an essay about your first apartment, your 
first thought might be to record every detail you can remember, trying to capture on 
paper what the apartment looked like: 

 On August 12, 2013, I moved into my first apartment. It was a flat on  
Newhall Street on the top floor of a hundred-year-old house. The living room was 
massive and had wood paneling and antique brass chandeliers. The dining room 
had a huge built-in buffet and china cabinets with glass doors I used as book-
cases. The kitchen was L-shaped and narrow, but there was a pantry with lots of 
shelves. The battered refrigerator was old but spacious.
 There were two big bedrooms. I planned to use the front bedroom for my study. 
The back bedroom was a bit smaller, but it had a great advantage. It was away 
from the street and shielded from the noise of traffic. In addition, there were 
awnings that blocked the morning sun, so I could sleep late on weekends. The 
bedrooms did not have any closets. Instead, there were large two-door wardrobes 
with built-in drawers. There was a spacious balcony off the front bedroom. It was 
covered by a redwood deck and had new patio furniture and an outdoor grill.
 I had little money and had to get furniture from Goodwill and the Salvation 
Army. The floors were bare, but I covered them with old carpeting from my  
parents’ house.

  This approach simply lists physical details of little interest to anyone else.  
Before beginning to write, think about the topic and ask yourself key questions:

Why did you choose this topic? Of all the possible subjects, why did you decide 
to write about your first apartment? What made you think of that, rather than 
your first car, your last boss, a trip to Mexico, or a recent job interview? Clearly, 
something about that apartment made it significant. What did it represent to 
you? What events took place there that changed your life? Are your memories 
of this place happy or sad? Why? What did you learn there? What is the most 
important thing you want your readers to know?

What are the most significant details? Instead of listing everything you can 
remember about your subject, select the most memorable details. Is the date you 
moved or the number of bedrooms really important? What do you want readers 
to remember about your topic?

How can you share your thoughts and feelings with readers? Readers may not be 
interested in a room-by-room description of an apartment, but they may be able 
to identify with more universal experiences, thoughts, or emotions. How did you 
feel about moving? What change did it make in your life? Are there larger issues 
that other people can related to?

What is the dominant impression you want to give readers? Focusing on a single  
theme or message will help you select details. If you concentrate on describing 
your excitement about getting your first apartment, you can ignore irrelevant 
details such as dates, furnishings, and parking.
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 24 CHAPTER 2  ▶ The W.I.S.E. Approach to Thinking  Introducing the W.I.S.E. Approach 25

Having to learn a different strategy for each subject area is impractical 
and can be confusing. Fortunately, it is not necessary to do so. All such strat-
egies are remarkably similar in the thinking processes they specify and even 
in the arrangement of steps. The strategy you will learn in this chapter is 
simpler and easier to remember than most, and it can be used for challenges 
in every field of study. 

INTRoduCINg THE W.I.S.E. APPRoACH
The W.I.S.E. approach to thinking incorporates all three kinds of thinking—
reflective, creative, and critical. It consists of four steps: 

Wonder. This step entails reflecting on our experiences and observations 
and identifying challenges that are worth addressing. Unlike the other 
steps, this one does not begin or end with particular challenges but is 
ongoing.
Investigate. This step consists of gaining information about the chal-
lenges identified by wondering. It helps us gain the information and 
reach the understanding needed to solve problems and resolve issues.
Speculate. This step consists of identifying possible solutions to prob-
lems and possible resolutions of issues.
 Evaluate. This step consists of testing the possible solutions to problems 
or the various arguments about issues and deciding which one(s) are 
most worthy.

Let’s look more closely at each of the steps and consider how to master them. 

2 For explanations of these approaches, see, respectively: Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method; James M. Henslin, Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, 7th 
ed.  (New York: Pearson, 2005), 144;  Joseph Rossman, The Psychology of the Inventor (Washington, DC: 
The Inventor’s Publishing Co., 1931), 57; Alex Osborn, Applied Imagination (New York: Scribner’s Sons, 
1957), 115.

The Story of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth

This remarkable husband and wife team, both of whom were born in 1868, 
became pioneers in the science of time management. As a young appren-
tice, Frank studied master bricklayers and noted that they all used differ-
ent motions. He also noted that each of their assistants had an individual 
way of placing the bricks and mortar; some did less bending, reaching, 
and lifting than others and were more efficient.

Gilbreth realized that having all the workers imitate the more efficient 
ones would result in a considerable cost saving. He wondered how he 
could achieve maximum efficiency and, after considering various changes, 
decided to fit each scaffold with a shelf for the bricks and mortar and a 
convenient stacking system. Ultimately his changes reduced the number 
of motions  required to lay a brick from 18 to 4 and one-half. Gilbreth then 
became a building contractor and, later, a management engineer.

Eventually, Frank met and married Lillian, who had studied literature 
but then obtained a Ph.D. in industrial psychology. Both lectured at Pur-
due  University and worked as management consultants, helping a wide 
variety of workers, including surgeons, save time, improve performance, 
and reduce fatigue. Their basic approach was to film workers at the jobs 
and then conduct exacting motion studies to determine optimum motion 
patterns.

Frank Gilbreth died in 1924. After his death, Lillian continued to use 
their approach to help injured individuals become productive despite 
their handicaps and to improve household efficiency. She died in 1972.

This amazing couple made all their contributions while raising twelve 
children. Their best-selling book, Cheaper by the Dozen, was made into a 
classic movie that is still shown from time to time on TV. A more recent 
version of their story starred Steve Martin.

For more information on the Gilbreths, see http://gilbrethnetwork. 
tripod.com/bio.html.

g o o d  T H I N k I N g !
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Robert P. Yagelski    

 The Essentials of     

    Writing 
Ten Core Concepts

34   Ten Core Concepts in Action Step 1: Discovering and Exploring a Topic   35

3

writing. Use this chapter in conjunction with the chapters in those parts of this text-
book to guide you through the process of effective writing for a specific kind of text. 
Those later chapters examine different kinds of texts in detail; this chapter puts the 
ten Core Concepts in action to produce those specific kinds of texts. The ten steps 
in this chapter correspond to the Ten Core Concepts described in Chapter 2. As you 
work through this chapter, you might find that you do not need to complete each 
step or that you need to repeat a step. You might also move through the steps out of 
sequence. Some steps may take a few moments to complete; others will take much 
longer. That’s OK. Writing is a process of in-depth exploration that can lead to in-
sights into complicated issues that matter for you and your readers, and the process 
will not be exactly the same for every writer or writing task. So use this chapter to 
learn about your topic and create a project that engages your readers. 

Step 1  Discovering and exploring a Topic

A. Begin with a Question
Something you are wondering about, something that intrigues or puzzles you, some-
thing that calls for a decision or solution.  

B. Explore Your Questions
Write a brief paragraph explaining why each question might be worth exploring for this 
project. In each paragraph: 

C. Select a Working Topic
Review your paragraphs and select one of the questions from your list as your working 
topic for your project. (This question might change as you learn more about your topic, 
but for now it is the question that will guide you through the writing process.)

 

If you have an 
assignment

Review the guidelines to get a 
sense of appropriate topics. 

➾
➾

➾
➾

➾
➾

➾
➾

If you have no 
assignment

Think about problems, issues, 
or questions that you have 

been puzzling about. 

What intrigues or puzzles you about 
the subject of this assignment?

Is there a question or issue that 
you need to address for some reason?

What questions or issues might be 
appropriate for this kind of assignment?

Are you facing a situation that 
requires you to understand 

something better?

Make a list of three or four questions 
that interest you most.

Make a list of three or four questions 
that interest you most. -

If you have an 
assignment

Explain what makes this question 
relevant to the course assignment.

➾
➾

➾

➾
➾

➾

If you have no 
assignment

Explain what makes this question 
interesting or important to you.

Examine what interests you 
about this question.

Explain why this question 
might interest others.

List reasons why this question 
is worth answering.

List reasons why this question is 
worth answering.

-
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Beside each journal citation you might see the icon of a page of text. If a C 
(for citation only) appears inside the page icon, the database provides only 
a citation for that article. If an A (for abstract only) appears inside the page 
icon, the database provides only an abstract (brief summary) of the article. 
If no C or A appears inside the page icon, a fulltext HTML version of the 
article can be displayed on your computer screen and read there, down
loaded to your hard drive or to a disk, or printed. If you are using a library 
computer, you can email the article to yourself and download or print it at 
home. If you email the article, be sure to copy all the information you need 
for your workscited entry into your preliminary bibliography before you 
move on to another article because you will not find all the information you 
need for your citation on the emailed version.

If the subscription database offers the option of printing a PDF (Portable 
Document Format) version of the document using Adobe® Reader®, you will 
see a page icon with PDF inside it underneath or beside the citation. If you 
choose this option, you can print the material exactly as it appeared in the 
scholarly journal or other source. A PDF printout allows you to cite the 
exact pages of the original source in your parenthetical citations. (Informa
tion about downloading the latest version of Adobe Reader may be found at 
<http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html>.)

When you opt for the PDF printout of the article, the bibliographic citation 
for the article, the name of the subscription database (InfoTrac OneFile), the 
service providing the database (InfoTrac College Edition), and the URL of 
the home page of the database used to access the article will not appear on 
your printout, so be sure you have copied all the information required for 
your workscited entry into your working bibliography before you leave the 
database screen. Print a copy of the page containing the citation information 
and attach it to your PDF printout so that you will be able to check the ac
curacy of the information in your citation when you are typing the final draft 
of your workscited list.

Online Reference Databases: A Few to Consider

  Academic Search Elite—gives citations, abstracts, and some fulltext re
prints of articles from scholarly journals, popular magazines, news
papers, and other sources in the areas of social issues, science, business, 
humanities, literature, education, and others; an EBSCOhost database 
(EBSCO is an acronym for Elton B. Stephens Company. Do not spell out 
EBSCO when you cite from this database.)

  America: History and Life—gives citations and abstracts of articles  
published since 1964 in scholarly journals and books on topics relating 
to American and Canadian history from prehistory to modern times;  
no fulltext reprints

20 Chapter 3  Choosing a Topic and Finding Sources

1st pp

  Biography Resource Center/Complete Marquis Who’s Who—use to find 
fulltext biographical sketches from Gale Group references and fulltext 
biographical articles from periodicals; a Gale Group database

  Books in Print—gives information about books both in and out of 
print; may be searched by author, title, subject, publisher, publication 
date, or ISBN

  Business NewsBank—gives citations, abstracts, and fulltext reprints of 
articles related to business (company performance analyses, etc.) pub
lished in newspapers, journals, trade publications, and broker research 
reports

  Contemporary Authors—biographical and bibliographical information 
on thousands of authors; an InfoTrac database

  Contemporary Literary Criticism–Select—gives biographical informa
tion and excerpts from literary criticism on contemporary authors taken 
from refereed scholarly journals and books; a Gale Group database

  Custom Newspapers—use to find recent articles in the New York Times 
and regional newspapers selected by individual libraries; an InfoTrac da
tabase

  CQ Researcher (Congressional Quarterly Researcher)—gives fulltext 
reprints of articles on current events and social issues

  DISCovering Authors—gives citations, abstracts, and fulltext articles 
about authors from scholarly journals, popular magazines, and subject
specific references such as Dictionary of Literary Biography; a Gale 
Group database

  Electric Library (e-Library)—gives citations and fulltext reprints of  
articles from scholarly journals, magazines, newspapers, and books on 
current events, social issues, popular culture, and other areas.

  E*Subscribe—use to access fulltext reprints of ERIC (Educational 
Resources Information Center) documents related to the various fields  
of education

  Expanded Academic ASAP—gives citations, abstracts, and many full
text reprints of articles published in scholarly journals, popular maga
zines, and newspapers in fields such as literature, history, science, sociol
ogy, psychology, and anthropology (ASAP is an acronym for As Soon  
As Possible and is included in the names of a number of InfoTrac data
bases. Do not spell ASAP out when citing material from this database.)

  Facts on File World News Archive—use to find information related to 
historical events, people of historical significance, profiles of countries, 
and other world news issues from 1950 to 1979

  Facts on File World News Digest—use to find information related to 
current events, historical events, people of historical significance, profiles 
of countries, and other world news issues from 1980 to the present

 Finding Sources in the Library 21

1st pp
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Pacific halibut are related to Atlantic halibut, and some scientists consider

them to be the same species. Female halibut are bigger than the males and

generally grow faster and live longer. Few males reach 36 kg (80 lbs) in

weight. Age is determined from the seasonal layers in earbones, called

otoliths. (See diagram.)

Halibut spawn from November to

March at depths of 180-460 m (600-

1,500 ft) along the continental shelf.

A large female halibut can produce

four million eggs. The eggs and larvae

are free-floating but slightly heavier

than surface seawater, so they drift

in deep ocean currents. As the larvae

grow they become lighter and rise

nearer the surface. They drift from

east to west in the Gulf of Alaska

gyre for hundreds, sometimes

thousands of miles.

Most adult halibut remain in roughly the same area year after year. However,

they are strong swimmers, and some halibut undertake extensive movements

of thousands of miles.

Larval halibut feed on plankton while juveniles eat crustaceans and small fishes.

Adult halibut eat mostly fishes of other species such as cod, pollock, black cod,

rockfish and other flatfishes. They will even leave the sea bottom to consume

pelagic fishes such as herring and sand lance. Adult halibut are big, active,

strong-swimming, and bottom-dwelling, so they are less vulnerable to predation

than smaller species.

Yellowfin sole are much smaller than halibut, reaching a length of 46 cm

(18 inches). They live on the seafloor where the adults feed on bivalve

molluscs, crustaceans and other invertebrates. On the eastern Bering Sea

shelf, yellowfin sole overwinter near the shelf edge and migrate toward

the inner shelf in spring for feeding and

spawning. A female can produce up to

3.3 million eggs. As the larvae mature into

juveniles they undergo a metamorphosis

similar to that of halibut, in which the

left eye moves to the right side of the

head, and the left side of the body loses

pigmentation.
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Landing a halibut
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Halibut otolith (earbone) depicting the
seasonal layers used to determine age
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Yellowfin Sole

The collection of small flounders known as “deepwater flatfish” includes Dover

sole, rex sole, rock sole, and flathead sole, along with other, less abundant

species. They live on the ocean bottom of the

continental shelf and conduct annual migrations

between spawning grounds and feeding grounds.

They eat similar foods ranging from crustaceans

and molluscs to a variety of other invertebrates.

In turn, they are consumed by a wide range of

predators including cod, halibut, skates and large

flounders such as arrowtooth. They occupy slightly

different ecological niches, based on species-

specific preferences for food, substrate (mud,

sand, gravel, rock), depth and other factors.

The name “rockfish” is applied to several related species of Alaska whitefish,

which live near, but not on the sea floor. Rockfish are sometimes called “snapper,”

but they are not related to snapper from other waters. The most well-known

species is Pacific ocean perch (POP), but there are many other species in the

“rockfish complex” — northern, dusky, canary, widow, shortraker, rougheye,

thornyhead and many others.

There is much uncertainty about the life history of POP, although generally

more is known than for other rockfish species. Adults are found primarily

offshore on the outer continental shelf and the upper continental slope in depths

of 150 —420 m. A seasonal pattern of shallower in the summer and deeper in the

winter is probably related to summer feeding and winter spawning. Many rockfish

feed on euphausids, shrimp, and other crustaceans, as well as on deep water

fishes. All rockfish are slow-growing species, with a low rate of natural mortality,

a relatively old age at maturity, and a very old maximum age (84 years for POP

in the Gulf of Alaska).
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HARVEST OF FLATFISH IN THE
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Seared Alaska sole on spicy sesame noodles
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